From the parents of:
Cody Taulbee
RB/DL
Kettering Archbishop Alter High School
Class of 2009

The joys and pains of the recruiting process….having a highlight video is fundamentally
the first and most important factor when trying to get in the door as a recruit to the
colleges you are interested in playing for. The earlier the better; if your son is playing as
a sophomore and has some decent clips make a short one. Going to a camp, bring
videos (more than one recruiter will be there, bring multiples) people will want them.
Very few student athletes get recruited without hard work on the student’s part both on
and off the field. Having these videos is an important tool you can use to promote your
athlete.
Steve and I couldn’t even begin to tell you how many videos we sent and passed out
when asked at various camps for Cody’s video. Tom is AMAZING at getting videos to
you last minute.
There were times a recruiter was going to be at school the next morning and we needed
more. Tom dropped them off to us or brought them into school. Tom is always willing
to help your athlete anyway he can to promote your son’s dream of being a college
football player. With Tom the process is quick and inexpensive compared to how much
others are paying for this service.
We would 100% recommend Tom for your child’s recruiting video.
We hope your journey brings you to a satisfying end and your son’s dream of playing on
Saturday afternoons is fulfilled like ours was. To a smaller D3 college such as
Wittenburg, huge D1 colleges such as Wisconsin, Miami and Toledo, or our own
University of Dayton, as well as an Ancient 8 D1AA Ivy League school, we have kids
from Alter playing at all levels and each got there with a lot of hard work, luck and a
video, made by Tom.
Good luck!….Steve and Kristin Taulbee

